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Crystals     by   Addie   Marsh   &   Brittany   Franklin   
  

    

         Hi,   it's   me,   Brittany.   The   crystal   I   

am   going   to   be   doing   is   black   Onyx.   

Black   Onyx   is   meant   for   blocking   

negativity   and   Helping   you   with   

patience   and   determination.   The   

zodiac   signs   that   go   with   this   crystal   

are   Leo   and   Capricorn.   The   black   

onyx   is   found   in   Afghanistan,   

Madagascar,   Uruguay,   Peru,   and   India.     

It’s   me,   Addie.   The   crystal   I   will   be   talking   about   

in   this   article   is   Howlite.   Howlite   

was   found   in   the   1860’s   by   a   

chemist.   Because   of   Howlite’s   

texture   it   can   be   dyed   to   look   like   

other   crystals   like   turquoise.   

Howlite   helps   you   clear   your   

mind   and   helps   with   stillness.     

  

Thank   you   for   reading   our   article!   Can’t   wait   to   

see   you   next   week!   

  

Jeff   Fan   Page    by   JeffFan444   
  

Hello   my   fellow   Jeff   fans!   Welcome   back   to   

another   article!   I   just   finished   ANOTHER   Survivor   

season   (Fans   vs   favorites)   and   it   was   AMAZING!!   

Survivor   Sims:    Since   some   of   the   other   writers   

decided   to   put   together   a   sims   article,   that   gave   me   an   

idea.   I   am   a   big   fan   of   the   sims   myself,   so   I   decided   to   

make   a   Survivor   sims!   I’m   going   to   build   a   plot,   make   

some   people   and   add   weekly   updates!     

Sadness:    I   have   realized   how   much   Jeff   has   

changed   since   the   first   Survivor   season.   I   was   watching   

the   first   season   because   I   was   bored,   and   when   people   got   

voted   out,   Jeff   seemed   to   care   (Shocking   right?)   And   he   

had   this   sadness   in   his   voice,   but   now,   so   many   people   

have   gotten   voted   out   he   doesn’t   seem   sad   at   all   (expect   

for   when   its   Boston   Rob).     

Bathrooms   and   Jury   House:    Ok   so,   when   I   watch   

Survivor,   I   can’t   help   but   wonder   really   stupid   questions,   

like   “Where   do   they   go   to   the   bathroom?”   I   know   they   

are   in   the   jungle   and   all,   but   I   don’t   think   they   are   peeing   

in   a   hole   for   a   full   month.   And   do   they   have   a   jury   house   

where   they   chill   when   it's   not   tribal   council?     

Annoying   Survivor   fan:    Honestly,   I   can   be   an   

annoying   Survivor   fan.   We   were   watching   this   Survivor   

challenge,   and   they   had   to   answer   questions   about   

previous   Survivor   seasons.   And   of   course,   yours   truly,   I   

answered   every   question   correctly   BEFORE   the   people   

on   the   tv.   I   know   it   annoyed   my   family   BUT   they   were   

just   jealous.   

“It's   Jeff   Probst!!”:    During   the   last   season   I   was   

watching,   it   was   the   family   visit,   this   one   Survivor   

superfan’s   brother   visited.   The   player   pointed   to   Jeff   and   

said   to   his   brother   “LOOK   IT'S   JEFF   PROBST!!”   And   

honestly   that   would   be   me.   Yes,   I   hadn’t   seen   my   family   

in   almost   a   month   or   anything   but   IT’S   JEFF   PROBST.   

  

Email   me!:    you   can   now   email   me   at   @JeffProbstFan444   

(JeffFan444   was   taken,   not   sure   why)     

  

Jeff   Pic   of   the   week:     

  

Sims   4     
by   SimplySimmer,   ScarySimmer,   &   SillySimmer   

  
Hello   my   fellow   Simmers!   Welcome   to   our   article   

all   about   Sims   !   It's   Simply   Simmer!   I’m   going   to   

introduce   you   to   all   of   us!   

Simply   Simmer:   The   one   who   has   every   single   

mod,   cc,   and   pack   but   never   can’t   stick   to   one   Sim   family.   
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Scary   Simmer:   The   one   who   just   has   Sims   to   be   

evil   and   ruins   every   Sims   life.   

Silly   Simmer:   The   one   who   never   plays   Sims,   but   

has   watched   every   Sims   video   possible   and   knows   the   

most.   

Ok   so   if   you're   like   me,   my   Sims   never   work.   

Origin   is   very   mean   sometimes.   The   current   glitch   is   

where   everytime   I   try   to   start   Sims   it   glitches   and   breaks.   

RIGHT   AS   I   GOT   NEW   CC’S!!   

One   of   my   favorite   Sims   4   challenges   is   the   Rags   

To   Riches   challenge.   If   you   aren't   familiar   with   this   

challenge   it   is   where   you   start   off   on   a   blank   lot   with   no   

money   and   work   yourself   up   from   there.   I   for   one   love   

watching   videos   about   and   playing   this   challenge.   I   (like   I   

said)   love   this   one   so   much   and   I   hope   (if   you   haven't   

already)   you   try   it!     

I   have   Sims   just   to   be   mean   and   ruin   Sims,   for   

example   I   once   made   someone   divorce   their   spouse   and   

then   eat   their   kid.   Then   she   was   depressed   until   she   died   

and   I   made   someone   crush   her   ashes.   That's   just   one   

example,   I   once   made   someone   have   7   kids,   but   not   take   

care   of   them   and   have   all   of   them   taken   away.   Then   she   

died   right   after   her   husband   divorced   her.   You   don’t   only   

have   to   tourture   Sims,   I   also   like   to   build   houses,   but   it's   

better   when   you   can   tourture   them   in   the   awesome   house   

you   built.   

  

*Must   have   mods:   Let's   be   honest,   the   game   isn’t   fun   

without   mods,    and   here   are   my   favorite   mods!!   

MC   command   center-   My   first   ever   mod,   you   can   

do   EVERYTHING!   Increase   money,   make   them   pregnant,   

make   them   in   love,   and   more!   

Wonderful   Whims-   I   love   this   mod!   Your   Sims   can   

get   their   periods,   have   a   gender   preference,   give   their   

baby   up   for   adoption,   and   more!!   

Deadly   Toddlers-   uh   yeah   the   name   says   it   all.   

Slice   of   life-   makes   the   game   wayyyy   more   

realistic   

I   could   go   on   and   on   :D   

*Gameplay   ideas-   Bored   in   the   Sims?   Here   are   some   

gameplay   ideas!   (costs   money   =   $):   

  

Occult   baby   challenge-   have   a   baby   with   EVERY   

occult   $   

Vampires   -   become   a   vampire!   $   

To   Many   Toddlers-   one   adult   and   at   least   3   

toddlers,   it's   a   MADHOUSE   

100   baby   challenge-   have   100   babies!   

Rags   to   riches:   start   out   with   1   dollar   and   try   to   get   to   1   

million!   

Enemies:   Make   two   Sims   who   are   mortal   enemies   

live   in   the   same   house   together!   

  

SpongeBob:   The   Musical   
by   Katie   Born   &   Natalie   Lippman   

  

      The   plot   of   SpongeBob   the   Musical   is   about   

SpongeBob   and   his   friends   Patrick,   Sandy,   and   

Squidward,   and   many   more   friends   that   live   in   the   bikini   

bottom.   One   day   Spongebob   and   Sandy   find   out   that   

there   is   going   to   be   a   volcano   and   it   will   erupt   in   the   

bikini   bottom   and   Spongebob   and   his   friends   all   plan   to   

save   the   bikini   bottom.   And   what   comes   with   saving   the   

bikini   bottom   Spongebob   wants   to   prove   to   Mr.   Krabs   

(the   owner   of   SpongeBob’s   work)   that   SpongeBob   

square   pants   can   be   the   new   manager   of   the   Krusty   

Krabs   someday.   The   musical   is   a   great   example   of   

believing   in   yourself   and   the   power   of   working   together.   

Right   now   we   are   in   the   audition   stage:   

Monday:   Dance   audition   day   1.   

Tuesday:   Singing   audition   day   2.   

Wednesday:   Acting   audition   day   1.   (And   learning   the   

songs   for   callbacks)   

Thursday:   Acting   audition   day   2.   

Friday:   Singing   audition   and   dance   audition   day   2.     

The   cast   list   comes   out   on   Saturday!!   

The   show   will   be   on   February   11th   and   12th!!!!!     

Dance   auditions   are   like...   Our   dance   teacher   Mr.   

Derisier   teaches   us   to   dance   to   a   certain   part   of   the   play   

bit   by   bit   until   we   get   the   dance   down,   we   run   it   with   the   

teacher   and   music,   then,   in   the   end,   we   run   it   alone   with   

the   music   and   the   teacher   watches.     

Acting   auditions   are   like...   The   dancing   and   

acting   teachers   (Ms.   O'Toole   and   Mr.   Derisier)   sit   in      
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chairs   in   the   audition   room   while   the   selected   group   of   

kids   (about   2-4   kids)   perform   the   script   they   have   been   

practicing.   They   will   give   notes   and   write   down   notes   on   

what   role   you   would   be   good   for.   But   it's   not   like   if   you   

read   for   Pearl   and   they   like   it   you're   going   to   be   Pearl   or   

the   other   way   around   if   you   read   for   SpongeBob   and   you   

want   Pearl   it   does   not   mean   you   won’t   get   Pearl.   The   

auditions   are   the   teachers   seeing   what   your   acting   

strengths   and   weaknesses   are   so   if   you   read   for   Pearl   you   

may   or   may   not   get   Pearl.   It's   mainly   just   seeing   how   good   

you   are   at   portraying   an   acting   role.     

Singing   auditions   are   like…   The   singing   teacher   

(Sansoni)   taught   all   of   us   2   songs,   one   for   higher   voices   

and   one   for   lower.   Then   everyone   leaves   the   room   and   

Ms.   O’Toole   And   Sansoni   call   1   person   in   at   a   time.   They   

listen   to   you   sing   and   then   they   write   down   what   range   

you   are   in   singing   (Baritone,   Alto,   and   Soprano)   Then   

they   write   down   notes,   and   what   role   your   singing   is   good   

for   (not   totally   sure   I   don't   read   their   minds   while   they   

write).   

Thank   you   for   reading   about   Spongebob   the   

Musical.   Make   sure   to   buy   tickets   when   they   come   out   

and   good   luck   cast!   Have   a   good   day.     

  

Thunder   Escaping    Chapter   8   
by   Quinn   Burke   

  

              That   was   when   he   saw   the   flames.     

He   was   by   the   river   with   Moon   when   he   heard   the   

distress   call.    FIRE   

Only   seconds   later   he   saw   the   glow   of   the   embers,   

felt   the   pulsing   heat   and   witnessed   the   burning   flower   of   

death   bloom   again.     

This   all   happened   right   before   he   saw   the   eyes,   

blazing   eyes   and   the   flash   of   golden   scales.   This   all   

happened   right   before   Moon   pushed   him   into   that   deep   

dark   tunnel,   the   only   escape,   the   only   way   out,   or   the   way   

to   a   different   kind   of   death.    

She   ignored   his   pitiful   pleas,   for   even   though   it   

was   irrational,   he   would   rather   face   the   fire   than   the   river,   

the   river   that   took   his   sister,   the   river   that   almost   took   

Mist,   the   river   that   almost   took    him .     

The   fleeing   wolves   pushed   him   forward   on   the   narrow   

strip   that   only   left   inches   between   him   and   the   churning   

black   water.     

It   was   chaos.     

The   wolves   were   all   shoving   each   other   aside   to   

try   and   make   it   to   the   front,   some   almost   fell   in,   the   

wolves   were   growling   and   snapping   and   forcing   their   way   

through.     

He   and   Moon   were   at   the   front,   suddenly,   Moon   

skidded   to   a   halt.   “Everyone   stop!”   she   barked.   The   other   

wolves   stopped   as   suddenly   as   they   could   on   the   damp   

strip   of   rock.   “Where   is   Mist?!”   she   demanded.   

“Here!”   called   a   voice   from   the   back.   Thunder   

saw   a   white   pelt   weaving   through   the   silver   ones.   “I’m   

here,”   she   repeated,   her   voice   muffled   by   a   cub   she   held   

in   her   mouth.     

“Owl!”   gasped   Jet,   bounding   to   the   front   of   the   

pack   and   wrapping   her   tail   protectively   around   the   cub.   

This   was   one   of   the   rare   occasions   she   showed   

vulnerability.   “Don’t   you   ever   run   away   from   mommy   

again,”     

They   all   continued   on   shortly   after,   in   a   much   

more   calm   and   orderly   fashion.     

“She   was   the   only   one   that   made   it   you   know,”   

Jet   murmured   suddenly.   “The   fire   took   the   rest   of   her   

litter.”     

Thunder   was   silent   for   a   moment,   he   was   taken   

aback   by   this   sudden   expression   of   emotion.   “I-I’m   

sorry,”   Thunder   stuttered,   not   particularly   sure   what   to   

say.     

“The   rest   of   my   pack   are   my   children   of   course,   

but   they’re   getting   older   quickly   and   soon   it   will   be   time   

for   that   litter   to   leave,   it   was   a   large   one.   After   that   it’ll   

only   be   the   three   of   us   until   I   have   another   in   the   spring.”   

she   sounded   choked   up,   as   if   the   thought   of   all   that   was   

lost   was   constricting   her.”     

“As   long   as   we’re   careful   we   will   be   fine,”    if   we   

aren’t   we   could   all   drown.     
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  AND   OTHER   Winter Fashion❆❆  
AMAZING   SUPER   AWESOME   
THINGS   YOU   HAVE   TO   READ   ABT   
THX!!!!!!!!!!!       by   Lay   Lay   and   Bee!   

  
        Hey   guys   it’s   ya   gurls   Lay   Lay   and   Be-e!!!   We   are   

talkin   about   winter   fashion!!!!!!   QUEEN   YASS!!!!!     

  

(Footnote:   Bath   and   Body   Works!!!   Ok   we   need   to   talk   

about   this   Bath   and   Body   Works   is   having   a   winter   sale   so   

y’all   need   to   get   there   Sunday   and   start   getting   stuff.)   

  

HATS   AND   GLOVES!!!!   

Ok   even   though   it   has   not   been   that   cold   you   

shouldn’t   start   breaking   them   out.   You   can   have   furry   

gloves,   leather   gloves   or   cut   mittens   and   it   is   just   to   keep   

your   hands   warm.   Foe   hats   that   are   pretty   easy   you   can   

wear   cut   and   cool   beanies   maybe   with   a   little   pom   pom   

on   the   top   or   just   wrap   a   scarf   over   your   head.   All   that   

matters   is   that   you   can   keep   your   hands   and   head   warm.     

  

SCARVES!!!!!   

             Scarves   are   so   warm   and   stylish!!!!   WHAT   ELSE   

CAN   BE   SO   STYLISH   AND   WARM   LIKE   A   SCARF!!!!   I   

personally   love   scarves   because   they   are   gender   neutral   

and   super   warm   and   cozy   and   keep   your   neck   warm.   If   

you   have   short   hair   and   nothing   to   cover   your   neck   then   

get   these   scarves!!   I   personally   have   scarves   even   with   my   

hair   over   it   to   keep   my   neck   nice   and   toasty!!!   

 

MORE   ABOUT   COATS!!!   

Ok   even   though   we   talked   about   coats   last   time   

but   we   need   to   tell   you   that   we   see   you   people   wearing     

only   sweatshirts   but   let   us   get   this   straight   you   will   be   

cold   when   it   is   brick   city   in   a   couple   weeks   so   get   your   

coats   and   scarves   so   you   are   warm.   Y’all   see   this   coat   

down   here   it   looks   so   warm   and   cute   so   please   be   warm   

and   stylish   P-UH-LEES!!   

  

BOOTS!!(AGAIN)   

          So   as   you   know   winter   is   

almost   here   so   you   need   warm   

feet.   As   you   also   know   there   are   

your   known   boots   companies   

Ugg,   L.L   Bean,   and   Sorel   Boots,   

but   we   have   something   special   

to   show   y’all   it   is   MOON   

BOOTS!!!!   These   boots   are   so   

warm   and   cool.   Like   these   are   

amazing,   you   can   even   get   

cropped   ones,   see…   So   amaze.   

  

Omg   guys!!!   Thank   you   so   much   for   reading   this   

column.   We   want   to   let   you   know   that   keep   being   you   

and   express   yourself   through   fashion!!!   BYEEEEEE!!!!!!!   

ALSO   GET   EXCITED   FOR   THE   SPONGEBOB   

MUSICAL   BECAUSE   IT’S   IN   49   DAYS!!!!!!!!    RIGHT   

AROUND   THE   CORNER   AM   I   RIGHT   LOL!!!!   SEE   

YOU   GUYS   NEXT   TIME!!!!   TTYL!!!!!   
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BVR   Sports   Update   (10.25)     
by   Keola   Appleton   and   Charlie   Schaffer     

  
Hey   BVR   sport   fans   another   week   is   over   and   lets   

update   you   on   all   of   the   games   last   monday   one   in   one   of   

the   two   games   last   week   BVR   lost   2-1   in   a   close   game   

against   Park,   then   this   Monday   Lexington   Christian   is   

coming   to   BVR   to   face   MS   field   hockey   in   what   will   

surely   be   a   thrilling   game,   then   on   Tuesday   MS   flag   

football   went   to   The   Carroll   School   to   try   to   get   to   6-2,   

then   on   Wednesday   MS   volleyball   will   face   Windsor   in   

Gym   A,   also   on   Wednesday   MS   Cross   Country   had   a   

meet   at   Carroll   with   two   other   schools   participating   in   

the   meet.   Well   that's   all   for   this   week   thanks   for   reading   

this   week's   BVR   sports   article.   

Get   Out   
Hey   guys   a   super   important   week   in   the   BVR   

sports   community   has   happened   this   week   with   the   

whole   MS   getting   a   new   sport   for   the   winter   now   lets   

inform   you   on   whose   where   and   what's   what.   MS   Boys   

Basketball   has   an   advanced   team   and   a   beginner   team.   

MS   Girls   Basketball   also   has   an   advanced   and   a   beginner.  

The   basketball   teams   will   play   in   gym   A   and   gym   B.   The   

next   sport   on   here   is   fencing.   Fencing   only   has   one   team.   

It   will   take   place   in   the   green   gym.   And   last   but   not   least   

there   is   BVR   fit.   BVR   fit   says   that   it   will   take   place   in   gym   

A   but   i'm   pretty   sure   that   the   basketball   teams   are   going   

to   play   there   so   maybe   it   will   be   outside   who   knows.     

 

How   to   of   the   week:   how   to   catch   a   wild   Crayola   

  

First,   approach   the   Crayola   very   quietly              Also,   use   a   chair   to   trap   the   Crayola.   

         

  
But   ALWAYS   remember,   there   is   a   chance   it   might   chase   you!  

  
  

            Remain   CALM   and   grab   your   chair…   

  

  
  

  
*pew-pew-pew*   
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Game’d     by   Lawrence   Rosembert   
  

FPS   Game:     A    first   person   shooter    ( FPS )   is   a   genre   of   

action   video   game   that   is   played   from   the   point   of   view   of   

the   protagonist.   FPS   games   typically   map   the   gamer's   

movements   and   provide   a   view   of   what   an   actual   person   

would   see   and   do   in   the   game.   

  

Chapter   6   
First   Person   Shooter   

  
The   ghoul   crept   towards   me.     

  

I   swung   my   axe   timidly.   It   “died”   but   not   in   the   way   I   

expected.   I   really   just   slowly   disappeared   after   it   dropped   

to   the   ground.   (I   also   got   some   coins!)   

  

I   sighed   with   relief.   But   the   fight   wasn’t   over.   I   could   still   

hear   growling   getting   louder   and   louder.   I’m   so   happy   I  

got   that   axe.   2   more   popped   around   the   corner.   They   were   

in   a   row   so   I   couldn’t   get   past.   

  

*SWOOSH*   

  

Huh,   talk   about   hitting   2   birds   with   one   stone.   But   the   

loot   the   zombies   gave   me   were   different.   One   gave   me   a   

blood   red   potion   with   a   black   cross   on   it,   (it   also   had   

“HEALTH”   in   big   white   letters)   and   another   one   gave   me   

a…   pistol?   It   slowly   spined   in   place,   where   the   undead   

were   chopped   in   half.   Like   the   medkit,   when   I   touched   it,   

it   disappeared.   

  

“Look   in   your   back   pocket,”   Sam   said.   

  

I   took   a   peek,   and   there   it   was;   resting   on   my   back   pocket.   

But   how   did   he   know   it   was   in   there?   It   wasn’t   even   

visible;   I   had   to   dig   down   through   my   pocket.   

  

I   don’t   have   time   to   worry   about   that.   I   pulled   out   the   

firm   firearm.   There   were   some   more   zombies   to   take   care   

of.   I   went   around   a   corner   and   I   got   a   little   surprise.   

*pew-pew-pew*   
  

And   down   the   zombies   went.   My   panic   shots   saved   me!   It   

works   just   like   a   water   gun.   I’m   glad   it   was   silent,   or   else   I   

would   attract   more   ghouls.  

  

I   tip-toed   through   the   abandoned   hospital,   aiming   at   

every   corner.   (Can’t   have   another   close   call.)   Then   I   

finally   got   out   of   the   hospital.   

  

“Phew,”   I   said.   “I’m   finally   out,”   

  

I   was   so   pooped.   

  

Note   to   self?   Don’t   go   into   abandoned   hospitals.   

  

Chocolate   VS   Ice   Cream  
  

   Hello   Vs   Fans,   This   week   we   have   two   new   contestants!     

Please   welcome   CHOCOLATE   -VS-   ICE   CREAM!!     

Let's   dive   right   in!   

  

Ice   Cream   is   COOL!     

William   Mortimer   

  

Welcome   back   to   VS!   So   let’s   get   started!   First   off,   ice   

cream   is   much   better   than   Chocolate   because   you   can   

get   chocolate   ice   cream!   Now   really,   are   you   able   to   get   

Moose   Tracks   Chocolate?!    NO   you   can   NOT!   But   if   you   

get   ICE   CREAM   you   can   get   a   bazillion   flavors!   Plus,   if   

it's   a   hot   day   you   will   probably   get   ice   cream,   not   

chocolate!   And   with   ice   cream   you   get   ice   cream   

Floats,sundays,soft   serve,   hard   serve   gelato   (Gelota   is   like   

italian   ice   cream.)   

And   much   much   more!   But   with   chocolate   you   can   get  

only   like   what,   3   types?   Light,   dark   and   milk!   Yeah,   sure   

they   are   a   nice   teat   and   all   but   the   practicality   of   it   is   0   !   

So   yeah,   no,   not   ever   going   to   happen.     
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So   see   what   I   mean?     

You:   I   agree!   

Me:   I   told   you!   As   for   other   people   on   the   chocolate   side     

You:   thanks   for   the   opinion!   

Me:    That's   the   whole   idea!   

You   2   :   I   agree   too!   

You   3   :   I   agree   even   more!     

Everyone   one   i   the   world:   I   agree   more   than   they   do   NO   I   

DO!   NO   ME   I    Agree    more!!   NO   ME!   

So   ther-   oh,   i   see   it   seems   my   line   is…   

  

GO   EAT   ICE   CREAM!   

    

Chocolate   Rules!   

Joza   Wang   

  

Seriously,   chocolate   is   a   better   treat   than   ice   

cream.   Chocolate   doesn’t   melt   within   2   minutes   after   

getting   it   out,   it   might   have   more   sugar   than   ice   cream   

but   it   has   many   health   benefits,   and   finally,   chocolate   has   

a   bit   of   variety   just   like   ice   cream.   

Okay,   chocolate   is   still   a   delicious   treat   while   

being   more   resistant   to   the   cold.   Ice   cream   is   going   to   

melt   entirely   within   5   min   of   getting   it   out.   Even   though   

chocolate   will   still   melt   in   hot   temperature(makes   it   

perfect   to   make   hot   chocolate)   and   it   will   still   last   long   in   

room   temperature,   and   a   cold   piece   of   chocolate   tastes   

amazing!   

Secondly,   even   though   chocolate   may   contain   

more   calories   than   vanilla,    but   it   has   more   health   

benefits.   Such   as   helping   with   skin,   heart,   and   increasing   

the   amount   of   happiness   you'll   feel.   Also,    the   magnesium   

levels   in   chocolate   help   relieve   menstrual   cramps.   (Don’t   

ask   me   why   I   know   this).     

Finally,   some   say   that   there   is   only   chocolate,   with   

no   variety,   but   there   is   MILK   CHOCOLATE!   What   is   

basically   vanilla   chocolate!    You   can   also   put   things   like   

sprinkles   on   chocolate   and   it   will   still   taste   amazing!   

And   that   is   why   chocolate   is   a   better   treat   than   ice   

cream.   

  

  

  

WOW!   Let's   give   them   a   round   of   applause!   

And   the   votes   have   come   in……In   a   score   of   9-4   ice   cream   

wins!!!!!   

  
  

    

  

    

  

  
  


